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Aluminium packaging helps to reduce food 

waste



This is Hydro



Engaged in the entire aluminium value chain

Bauxite Alumina Energy Primary Casting Products

Rolling

Extrusion

Recycling

Recycling

Bauxite Alumina Energy Primary metal Casthouse Rolled Products Extrusion Solutions Recycling
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Rolled Products – facts & figures

• Over 6,000 employees*

• € 2.7 billion revenues (2015)

• 950,000 tonnes sold (2015)

• World leader in the manufacture of technically 

advanced aluminium solutions
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Europe’s leading manufacturer of rolled aluminium products

* Including AluNorf



Products and customers
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An overview

Global products Special products

Construction

industry
Litho

Industry 

products
Automotive CansFoil

Business 

Unit

Products

Customers

http://www.kodak.com/
http://www.kodak.com/
http://www.fujifilm.co.uk/
http://www.fujifilm.co.uk/
http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/thumb/4/44/BMW.svg/600px-BMW.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:BMW.svg&h=600&w=600&sz=118&hl=de&start=1&usg=__RDx7gCMxzFHspbtsR-H-1z1C5K0=&tbnid=t7gmzMqR-2-hiM:&tbnh=135&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=BMW&gbv=2&hl=de
http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/thumb/4/44/BMW.svg/600px-BMW.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:BMW.svg&h=600&w=600&sz=118&hl=de&start=1&usg=__RDx7gCMxzFHspbtsR-H-1z1C5K0=&tbnid=t7gmzMqR-2-hiM:&tbnh=135&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=BMW&gbv=2&hl=de
http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/thumb/4/45/Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg/744px-Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg&h=538&w=744&sz=73&hl=de&start=4&usg=__WGXUHb7ZieIhlLyHcrS-0VQI-kM=&tbnid=f3PbNqvIzRXDmM:&tbnh=102&tbnw=141&prev=/images?q=Mercedes&gbv=2&hl=de
http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/de/thumb/4/45/Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg/744px-Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:Mercedes-Benz-Logo.svg&h=538&w=744&sz=73&hl=de&start=4&usg=__WGXUHb7ZieIhlLyHcrS-0VQI-kM=&tbnid=f3PbNqvIzRXDmM:&tbnh=102&tbnw=141&prev=/images?q=Mercedes&gbv=2&hl=de
http://www.ball-europe.de/BPE_382_DEU_PHP.html
http://www.ball-europe.de/BPE_382_DEU_PHP.html
http://www.tetrapak.de/
http://www.tetrapak.de/


Hydro’s climate strategy is to be carbon-neutral from a life-cycle 
perspective by 2020
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• Increasing energy-efficiency and reducing 

emissions in production processes 

• Increasing production of renewable hydropower, 

evaluating potential of switching to renewable 

energy sources or natural gas

• Helping customers reduce energy consumption 

and emissions

• Developing products and solutions, establishing 

partnerships with advanced customers, and 

identifying new applications for metal and 

downstream products

• Reducing waste and saving ~ 95 % of energy by 

recycling post-consumer scrap in Primary Metal 

and Rolled Products

• Using advanced sorting technology and 

developing recycle-friendly alloys

Energy efficency and 

emissions in production

Use-phase benefits

Recycling

• Integrated into business strategy 

in all business areas

• Turn leading HSE/CSR position 

into competitive advantage

• Deliver on fast-developing 

customer demands 

• Capitalize on strong climate 

position over time

Hydro aims to be climate 

neutral by 2020



Member of ‘Aluminium Stewardship Initiative’ and ‘SAVE FOOD’
Looking around corners
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• 20 % of man-made climate gases result from the 

production and consumption of food

• About one third of any food produced is wasted

• 1.3 billion tonnes of food lost or wasted every year 

around the globe

− We aim to contribute to solutions

− Member of SAVE FOOD

− Optimized packaging to preserve food

Main outcomes of ASI standard development process 

• An ASI standard containing Responsible Production

Criteria and Material Stewardship Principles 

• A Chain of Custody system, which will document the

claim to be ASI compliant



Packaging as part of the life cycle of food 



Packaging must be considered in relation to resources it protects
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Enabling a resource efficient supply and consumption chain

• Holistic perspective throughout the value chain

• Minimize use of resources and emissions

• Agriculture

• Food production

• Packaging manufacturing

• Consumer behavior

• Collection / recycling

• Packaging protects the product and enables 

the proper and safe delivery to the final user 



Aluminium packaging contributes to resource efficiency
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Used into a wide range of packaging applications 

• Properties: high formability, lightweight but strong, total barrier to light, gases and moisture, recycable

• Packaging optimization means prevention:

− Beverage cans: weight dropped by around 40 % over last 20 years

− Foil: thicknesses reduced in a range of 28 - 40 %

− High product to pack ratio and very transport efficient

− Ambient storage and perfect barrier

− ‘Right’ portions



Consumer perspectives and expectations
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Packaging: Unnecessary waste? 

• Concerned about ‘overpackaging’ 

• Six of ten consumers would prefer unpacked food*

• Lack of awareness about the role packaging plays in the food chain

• Consumer demand often induces more packaging

• Only a small minority of consumers worry about amount of food waste

• Packaging is perceived unnecessary, unsustainable,

not recycable, not made from renewable resources, … 

• Better informed consumers might realize that appropriate

packaging that cuts food waste is actually a good thing

*Trendreport Food 2017



The bigger picture: the problem of food 

waste



The bigger picture: the problem of food waste
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Source: EAFA, WRAP



Better understanding about relative impacts
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Take an approach that considers the full product life cycle

* Source: EAFA/FPE LCA’s qualified as best practice by UNEP/SETAC (Nov. 2013)

• Quantifying benefits of reduced food waste is still in a developing phase

• Aluminium associations / companies have been developing robust computations around the ability of a
aaluminium packaging to protect food and to reduce food waste 



What`s the carbon footprint of a cup of coffee?
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Source: EAFA/FPE LCA’s qualified as best practice by UNEP/SETAC (Nov. 2013)

Life Cycle Analysis of the complete food supply 

and consumption chain for a cup of coffee

http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://arcocoffee.com/store/images/FILTER PACK.JPG&imgrefurl=http://arcocoffee.com/store/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=15&h=1024&w=1536&sz=706&hl=de&start=14&tbnid=Uvj2zjhqTk3REM:&tbnh=100&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=pack+coffee&svnum=10&hl=de&lr=&sa=G
http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http://arcocoffee.com/store/images/FILTER PACK.JPG&imgrefurl=http://arcocoffee.com/store/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=15&h=1024&w=1536&sz=706&hl=de&start=14&tbnid=Uvj2zjhqTk3REM:&tbnh=100&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=pack+coffee&svnum=10&hl=de&lr=&sa=G


The carbon footprint of a cup of coffee
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Source: EAFA/FPE LCA’s qualified as best practice by UNEP/SETAC (Nov. 2013)

g CO2-eq
Cup of coffee from 

500 g bag (PET12/alu7/PE100)  

Cup of coffee from 

2 g stick (PET12/alu7/PE55)



The carbon footprint of a cup of coffee
And the relevance of food waste and packaging format
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*Source: EAFA/FPE LCA’s qualified as best practice by UNEP/SETAC (Nov. 2013

g CO2-eq
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Customized sizes

Prevention by portion packs

• Allow to meet the needs of the consumer more 

precisely, therefore help avoiding waste of the 

product 

• ‘The right product, in the right quantity, at the right 

place … and on the move’’

• Somewhat worse pack to product ratio but potential 

to reduce food losses
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Study shows single serve packs help fight food waste
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Household foil protecting roast leftovers

, EAFA



Aluminium foil - a sustainable sandwich wrap option?
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*Source IFEU - Institute for Energy and Environmental Research) 

• Packaging for homemade snacks to be 

convenient and eco-friendly, as well as providing 

proper protection. 

• Aluminium foil’s supposed poorer environmental 

performance 

• IFEU* study to measure the environmental 

performance of two different sandwich packs: 

aluminium foil vs. rigid plastic lunchbox

• ‘From an environmental point of view the 

aluminium foil performs no worse than the 

plastic box to which it is compared’

Study results counter myths 



The influence of wine loss rates on the LCA results for (bottled) wine
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Source: EAFA, Quantis

• Quantis study on cork stoppers and aluminium screw caps

• Contribution of the closure itself is not significant 

• Wine loss rate more important than closure material



Aluminium foil in beverage cartons
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Just one protects them all

One 25-kg ingot of aluminium only equals the amount of ultra-thin aluminium foil used to keep 19,000 litres 

of juice, h-milk or other goods in all these compound cartons safely fresh for many months -

with no need for any cooling energy!

25 kg



Foil and chocolate - the perfect fit for Easter bunnies

Chocolate: 360 g CO2 per 100 g

• Milk production

• Cocoa production

• Roasting

• Transports

• Chocolate fabrication

Aluminium foil

• 1 g foil for a 100 g Easter bunny

• Less than 10 g CO2 from aluminium foil production, 

potentially less depending on recycling situation
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Source: Hydro

Chocolate Alufoil



Packaging and packed product life cycle
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Source: EAFA/FPE LCA’s qualified as best practice by UNEP/SETAC (Nov. 2013

Aluminium foil       

- Saves more

resources than

it consumes

- Is part of the

solution to

reducing food

waste

Carbon Footprint (GWP) of Food Products – Breakdown by life cycle stage
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Packaging represents a relatively small part of the product overall impact – on average < 10 % 



The perfect fit



Where is the optimum?

• More protection by packaging:                    
somewhat increased environmental impact

• No packaging / underperforming packaging can 
cause significant food losses:                               
high environmental impact

• The perfect fit: optimized packaging for 
minimized life cycle impact

• Usually, ‚underpackaging‘ more relevant than 
‚overpackaging‘ 

‚More is less‘
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Packaging impact vs. food losses

Assumed figues

Protection by packaging
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More preservation and more barrier effect

Source: EAFA



More efficiency and more convenience

Source: EAFA



More recycling and recovery

Source: EAFA
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